
Wiser believe that the best 
brands have the best 
people. And by that, they 
mean a diverse group of 
skilled and motivated 
people who are clear on 
the company’s purpose 
and the role they play in 
achieving it. Wiser 
combine their expertise in 
people consultancy, 
employer branding, recruitment, and people strategy to 
transform how businesses attract and engage talent. Wiser 
have helped some of the world’s best brands like Nike, Fidelity, 
NHS Digital, Just Eat, ASOS, L'Oréal, Knight Frank, Frasers 
Group, and lastminute.com.

“I would usually close one or two 
deals a month, and then last 
month, I closed six. I put a lot of 
that down to the coaching I’ve 
had through the programme and 
the increased awareness that 
NEF+ has given me about 
business and everything that 
goes into running one.” 
Oscar Sadler, Client Strategy  

Wiser is an award-winning creative & recruitment 
company that combines culture and performance to 
change the way people think about work. 

NEF+ CASE STUDY 



Wiser are no stranger to the power of the NEF+ programme, 
with a member of the founding team having been through the 
programme himself in 2012. Continuing to invest in their people 
team to drive more client value, they were clear about what 
they wanted to achieve from the experience. Enhanced 
development of a promising team member to drive new 
opportunities for the business.  

An integral part of the NEF+ experience is the executive 
coaching programme that we provide to all participants. This 
runs alongside and supports 
the learning programme, 
allowing participants to 
maximise the experience 
in a way which is specific 
to their needs and the 
needs of their sponsoring 
company. 

In this case Oscar had 
recognised that he needed 
help with his time 
management and 
organisation. In doing so he hoped this would free up capacity 
for him to be more strategic and and spend time on business 
development activity. A!ter several years of trying, in just under 
6 months during his time on the" NEF+ programme Oscar has 
achieved just that. 
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Executive coaching to drive sales opportunities 

“The work I’ve done with my 
coach on the NEF+ programme in 
terms of improving my back-end 
organisation has allowed me to 
be much more e!ective in my 
role. In the final month of the 
programme, I had my most 
successful month, ever, in 
business development.”  
Oscar Sadler, Client Strategy 
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“During his time on the NEF+ programme, the performance coach 
helped Oscar with a longstanding challenge that was limiting his 
obvious potential to be a real top performer in the business. The 
increased organisation and improved time management has 
transformed Oscars productivity and translated into real tangible 
outcomes for the business.” 
Anya Claxton, Head of Client Strategy, Wiser

The environment provided on the NEF+ programme is a safe 
space for the participants to test new ideas, to fail fast and to 
learn through iteration. During this process a confidence and 
resilience is built up that far outlasts the programme duration. 

In addition to this the learning programme is broad and covers 
a range of topics that are relevant to the business as a whole, 
this allows participants who may have only been exposed to 
certain topics or areas of the business previously to widen their 
knowledge and perspective, this leads to a more strategic 
outlook when operating in their day to day role.

The breadth of topics covered is only rivalled by the breadth of 
businesses and industries represented in the typical NEF+ 
cohort, exposing participants to ideas and perspectives that 
challenge their way of thinking and operating. Oscar shares: “If 
you haven't had a window to other professionals or other 
companies and industries outside of it, i’d really recommend it. 
It gives you a completely di#erent perspective.”

Building confidence in a safe environment

Reflections from employers



A standout feature of the NEF+ programme is the diversity of 
the programme across all areas - the diversity of participants, 
by any metric you would choose to measure, is vast. The 
diversity of background, experience and thought in the group 
provides a greater and more rounded growth experience for 
participants. With this comes a huge amount of value, a 
richness that can’t be easily described or quantified but its a 
very real benefit to all who experience it."

A standout feature of NEF+ 
is the bespoke nature of 
the learning programme 
and the way participants 
are encouraged to apply 
their learnings to real time 
business challenges 
throughout. This provides 
enhanced development 
while remaining an 
e$cient time investment 
by maintaining focus on 
your real business 
challenges. 
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A rich diversity of participants for a rounded growth experience

“It has been the best six months 
worth of growth that I've 
experienced since right at the 
start of my career. In a short 
period of time it has introduced 
me to lots of di!erent ideas, new 
ways of thinking and working; 
and people, industries and 
business ideas that I haven't 
considered.” 
Oscar Sadler, Client Strategy 

Real, actionable learnings to benefit a team for long



lance@centreforentrepreneurs.org 
CentreforEntrepreneurs.org/nef 

Get in touch with us 

Learn more about sponsoring your talent in our 
6-month, part-time NEF+ Programme 

mailto:info@centreforentrepreneurs.org

